ALX– Time to Learn
Nov 7, 2016

It was a good visit to the blue
playground.

AFTERCARE

DC – Ready to Learn
Nov 7, 2016

During our work period we matched and
sorted through objects and put them in their
correct groups.

AFTERCARE

We created corn on the cob. A Thanksgiving
favorite!

We went outside to get a short walk and
some leaves. Walking on them makes it
fun!
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DC – Ready to Learn
Creating corn on the cob.

Lots of new activities!!

Nov 8, 2016

Today our students got to play with
Butterscotch Bob!

AFTERCARE

Election Day!

During morning free play. We work with
our favorite works and use our
imagination to bring the work to life.
Dinosaurs are a class favorite and using
socks as puppets to create plays.
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DC – Ready to Learn
AFTERCARE
We made flags in recognition of our right
to vote as U.S. Citizens

Practicing our numbers.

AFTERCARE
Students made turkeys!

Nov 9, 2016

We worked with play dough and learned to
mold them into various shapes then we use
the shapes to create a new master piece of
our own.

Nov 1, 2016
Learning shapes
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DC – Ready to Learn
AFTERCARE
We had a
rainy day so
we had a
rainy day
parade in our
rain gear to
wish the rain
away.

She’s building a house with these
colored rods

Nov 10, 2016
Our friend was
teacher friend
for a day. He
read stories to
friends and
helped friends
put on their
shoes.

We rooted the cutting on the left and
germinated grew the bean seed and
the little kale seeds at the base of the
plant. Believe it or not the bean plant
is only three weeks old. The children
are enthusiastic natural gardeners.

This group of friends practice sounds
with sound pouches.

AFTERCARE

We created
cards for our
Veterans.
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Science Enrichment
DC Science News:
The teaching staff started the month with the theme of fall changes, including making
seeds and studying the falling leaves. They discussed some basic types of seeds, and
since the children wanted to see them germinate, they wrapped little kale seeds and
giant bean seeds in a warm moist paper towel and watched them germinate and
grow. Some seeds were planted in dirt and the children enjoyed watering them. The
staff talked about the fact that winter isn’t the best time to start vegetables but that
they would try to grow a few seedlings. We'll do it again in the spring!
The children are impressed by how delicate the seeds are and how fast the bean
seeds grow. As for the leaves, the teachers specifically emphasized the changing
colors of the leaves. The teachers, the teacher assistants and the children collected
fall leaves. They talked about the fact that different trees have different leaves and
that one can tell the type of the tree often by the leaf shape, size, and color. Everyone
enjoyed the leaf collection and the children created a three dimensional tree from
sticks, using ribbon to tie the browning leaves to the branches. This artwork was
displayed in the foyer. They practiced cutting leaf shapes out of construction papers to
create an artist tree for our poster tree. Those leaves are now adorning our poster tree
as seen in the classroom.
The talk of fall colors then moved to colors of leaves in general. Using overlapping
colored transparency sheets to show that green leaves can still look green even with
yellow and orange layered together. The children then removed the green
transparency to find that the orange and yellow colors remained. In general, the
children enjoyed just exploring the colors of the transparencies and how layering them
produced different colors. In future projects, we will continue to notice how colors can
be mixed to create more colors and study how colors exist in nature.
Using our kid safety, rounded tipped scissors; the older children discussed scissor safety
and moved from cutting out leaves to cutting out other basic shapes. The children
started with the leaves and then moved on to cut basic squares and rectangles. You
might see some rectangle houses arrive home as the children practice cutting and also
explore folding to make the contour of a house. Although the children are not talking
about symmetry yet, this technique introduces seeing patterns and symmetry around
them.
In the winter, we will expand this technique to making snowflakes. At this time, there is
an interest and enthusiasm for making jellyfish shapes. The staff started with a circle or
oval shape and worked with the children to produce many pink and yellow jellyfish. It
was nice to see children share their enthusiasm and gift their jellyfish to siblings and
friends. There is a giant ocean themed puzzle in the learning room and it is great to let
the children’s interest guide the science exploration.
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